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Workers of all lands, unite!

We’ve gotta get outa this place
BREXIT AND LABOUR

roBert GriFFiths

the 1965 Animal’s hit was popular with
American Gi’s fighting a losing war in
Vietnam. it has a message for labour today.

labour’s 2017 general election campaign
resulted in a 10 per cent increase in its vote, its
highest total since the post-war labour victory. 

the manifesto contained a series of  modestly
radical proposals that would tackle the problems
working people face. it was given a deep
democratic legitimacy by an undertaking to
respect the result of  the referendum and other
parties were compelled to echo this pledge.
uKiP was eclipsed and much of  the poisonous
atmosphere that the leadership of  the bourgeois
Brexit campaign had fostered subsided.

labour’s legitimacy as an authentic
representative of  working class interests was
immediately eroded by a profoundly dishonest
campaign conducted by its anti-Corbyn and pro-
eu right wing.

this has reached a peak with the confused
manoeuvring around the call for a General
election and took a tragically comic turn when
labour’s shadow foreign secretary emily
thornberry said that labour Government would
negotiate an improved withdrawal deal with the
eu and then campaign against it in a second
referendum.

labour is now in a desperate situation with its
polling figures at a catastrophically low level
following a bizarre series of  events in which has
seen the party’s clear commitment to radical
policies eclipsed in a scramble to attract middle
class votes.

Beyond the confusion engendered in working
class communities by labour’s parliamentary zig
zags a deeper problem of  credibility has
emerged. the unassailable truth is that labour’s
2017 manifesto would be blocked through the
european union’s complex rules on state aid,
public investment and public expenditure. this
contradiction becomes critically clear once the
pledge to leave the eu is abandoned.

A bid by labour to outflank the libDems has
the effect of  narrowing labour’s appeal to the
key labour constituencies that voted for Brexit
as well as leave and remain voters everywhere
who accept the referendum and result and see
the need to move on. not only does this open a
way for the a tory and Brexit Party right to
appeal to labour leave voters but it fails to win
over much of  the middle class remain vote that
has been drawn to the lib Dems along with the
gaggle of  defecting right wing labour mPs.

in the trade union movement illusions about
the potential within the eu for working class
advance has long beencentred on a weak
defence of  some employment rights which prop
up the competitive edge of  German
manufacturing against unregulated competition.  

successive judgements of  the european Court
of  Justice have strengthened employer power to
drive down wages where migrant labour can be

imported at lower pay rates.
tuC veterans will recollect that the tuC

leadership once lauded new labour’s PFi
schemes as creative measures to provide public
services. that this came about because of  the
spending limits imposed as a result of  the
maastricht treaty was always treated as a dirty
secret.

the long retreat from the rank-and file
workplace militancy of  the 1970’s went hand-in-
hand with an exaggerated and misplaced
optimism that eu-wide legislation would protect
working conditions.

eu commissioner Jacques Delors pitched up at
the tuC to offer a mirage of  a ‘social europe.

even this meagre offering is fast eroding in the
face of  capitalist crisis adorned with mass
redundancies, casualisation, zero-hours
contracts, benefit cuts and anti union laws. 

Britain’s desolate industrial landscape, its
dismantled factories, deserted depots, silent
mines and mills and disaffected millions in low
paid dead end jobs are the bitter fruit of  the
neoliberal policies the eu has come to stand for.

only the Communist Party has campaigned
since 1973 for a clean break with the eu and its
single market and customs union.

since 2016, the British establishment has tried
every trick to sabotage the people’s decision to
leave the eu:
H legal action to demand Westminster, scottish
and Welsh parliaments veto Brexit.
H Project fear telling lies that leaving the eu
means ‘crashing out’, huge job losses, no food,
no medicines, no foreign travel, war in northern
ireland, etc. etc.
H Cancelling ‘Brexit Day’ three times – so far! 

libdem, Green, snP, Plaid Cymru and many
tory and labour mPs scheme to lock us into the
pro-big business eu single market if  they can't
stop Brexit altogether.

they want a second referendum to cancel the
first – with no real leave option on the ballot
paper! But we had the people’s vote in june
2016. 

We voted leave in Britain’s biggest ever
election. 

that’s why communists say democracy
delayed is democracy denied. Communists are
campaigning throughout england, scotland and
Wales to uphold the sovereignty of  the people. 

leaving the eu will bring back hundreds of
decision-making powers to the Westminster,
scottish and Welsh parliaments.

We need a general election and a left-led
government to: 
l reverse the cuts and invest in public services,
industry, r&d, housing and green energy and
transport.
l tax the super-rich and monopoly profits, end
tax evasion and slash vat. 
l nationalise energy, transport, banking, steel,
armaments and pharmaceuticals.
l support trade unionism and a charter of
workers’ rights.
l give real economic power to scotland, Wales
and the english regions in a federal Britain.
l adopt a fair non-racist immigration policy,
based on solidarity not racist ‘fortress europe'.
l reduce arms spending to average european
levels – no new nuclear weapons!

many such policies cut across eu treaties,
directives and court rulings. that’s why the
Communist Party calls for a people’s brexit:
l fair trade with countries in europe and around
the world.
l no more subsidies or £36bn divorce payment
to the eu – we already pay for all eu-backed
programmes in Britain.
l full and equal rights for all residents and
workers here, wherever they come from. 
l no eu-imposed ‘hard border’ in ireland – it’s
not necessary.

We gotta get out of  this place 
if  it’s the last thing we ever do 
We gotta get out of  this place 
Girl, there’s a better life for me and you H

roBert GriFFiths is GenerAl seCretAry

oF the CommunistPPArty

Unity! A centenary of
struggle for working
class  power
HERITAGE

Phil KAtz

Communists Are gearing up for 2020 when they celebrate 100
years of  struggle for socialism in Britain and international solidarity
around the globe.

the Communist Party was formed in the crucible years of  intense
struggle that followed World War one, which included giant stoppages
in coal, rail and engineering and culminated in the General strike, when
its twelve key leaders were arrested and imprisoned. 

its founder members included giants of  the labour movement such as
tom mann and tom Quelch, shapurji saklatvala, Jesse eden, Charlotte
Despard and ellen Wilkinson. Drawn from the shipyards and docks of
london, the mining districts and the engineers of  red Clydeside, its
members defied the government to fight for peace and saw immediately,
the massive breakthrough signified by the russian revolution. 

the Communist Party is entirely a voluntary labour. its contribution to
the building of  the modern labour movement and uplifting of  working
class communities, is acknowledged by friend and foe alike. 

the party history is a veritable catalogue of  the trials, tribulations and
advance of  the worker’s movement. 

in the 1920s its leadership was arrested (5,000 communists were
arrested and mostly imprisoned during the General strike). in the 1930s
it fought unwaveringly for the independence of  india and against
imperialism, and at home, organised the defeat of  mosley fascism and
led the unemployed hunger marches. it also created the Daily Worker
newspaper, known by many on the left as the ‘Daily miracle’ because of
the odds it fought against, which is still printing and still holding the
capitalist system and its governments to account, as the Morning Star.

in the 1940s, with tens of  thousands of  members serving in the armed
forces and many more on the home front, in factories, mines and mills, it
helped to force Churchill to open a second Front in europe. 

in the 1950s it fought against the Cold War, which led to members
being sacked, banned from employment and harassed. it opposed
colonial wars in malaya and Korea and imperialist intervention in egypt. 

in the 1960s the party gave strength to the peace movement and by
the 1970s its strong position in many big factories, in docks, print,
construction, public services and mining enabled it to play a leading part
in the big battles of  that era.

Communists were active in developing critical theory, in controversies
over which path to working class power and in the burgeoning feminist
and gay liberation movements.

in the 1980s the party continued to lead large-scale movements
against the thatcher government including the People’s march for Jobs. 

the dismantling of  socialism in the ussr and socialist countries put
the movement for socialism on the back foot. 

in reassembling the forces for a revolutionary trasition to working
class political power the communists held true to the core elements of
marxism, including a recognition of  the exploitative essence of
capitalism, the reality that capitalist Britain was based on social class and
that the movement from capitalism and to socialism would be based on
class struggle.   

this struggle required the most class conscious to maintain the theory
and practice of  revolutionary party of  the working class and that’s what
the Communist Party set out to do.

so, in the 1990s, recovering from defeat, it played a significant role in
confronting the betrayal of  tony Blair and new labour.  

At the turn of  the millennium, to date, the party has been essential to
the rebuilding of  a labour movement that confronts neo liberalism and
austerity, and unites as many as possible to oppose a strategic attack on
national sovereignty. the Communist Party today, is marked by its
assertion that the future lies in a federated and socialist republic, which
recognises local cultures and aspirations whilst emphasising the unity of
the working class in Britain.

members have and continue to play pioneering roles in fields as
diverse as medicine and education pedagogy, sciences, sport and trade
union struggles. it has never lowered the banner of  international
solidarity and has relations with over 100 communist and workers
parties around the world, including in russia, China, Vietnam and Cuba.

in recent years the party has campaigned to focus attention on the
role of  neo liberalism as a finance-led and warlike phase of  imperialism.
in particular it has campaigned against membership of  the european
union and is the only political party on the left, which advocates a break
with the eu, based on popular sovereignty, and the election of  a radical
left and labour government.        ContinueD
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A ‘europe of  the peoples
and workers’, not the 
‘eu of  big capital’

LISBON FESTIVAL

the euroPeAn union cannot be
reformed in the interests of  the workers and
peoples of  europe, insisted an international

panel of  speakers at the huge ‘Avante!’ festival near
lisbon, Portugal, at the weekend.

neoklis sylikiotis of  Progressive Party of  the
Working People of  Cyprus (AKel) told the
open-air meeting on saturday evening that the
eu had produced a europe in which 16 million
workers were unemployed – more than seven
per cent in the euro area – and 110 million
people lived in poverty, while the eu
Commission-european Central Bank-imF
‘troika’ had imposed sweeping austerity and
privatisation measures in order to bail out the
banks.

‘the eu is not a model of  “democracy” and
“freedom” - its policies are decided by the
lobbies of  the multinational corporations’, he
declared. 

‘elected national governments are confronted
with blatant threats and blackmail, while
referendums are ignored or repeated until
people vote in line with the wishes of  the eu.
instead of  “solidarity”, higher walls are built,
thousands of  people drown in the
mediterranean and an entire army of  border
guards is being set up to keep refugees out of
“Fortress europe”, he added.  

mr sylikiotis is a political bureau member of
AKel, whose vote rose to almost 28 per cent in
the recent eu Parliamentary election.

his speech highlighted the recent
militarisation of  the eu resulting from the pro-
nAto lisbon treaty and he also called for the
eu's imperialist policies in latin America, Africa
and the Greater middle east to be exposed.

representing the newly reconstituted italian
Communist Party, Fabio Fasquinelli, pointed out
that a referendum in his country in 2011 had
shown 90 per cent opposition to any further
privatisation of  public services. this was
followed by a massive attack on italian state and
provincial bonds in the financial markets and the
replacement of  the italian government by an
unelected pro-privatisation junta headed by
former eu Commissioner mario monti.

‘the PCi is based on three clear noes - no to
the euro, no to the eu and no to nAto’, he
announced.

Communist Party of  Britain general secretary
robert Griffiths outlined the struggle to
implement the 2016 referendum result as a
‘battle for popular sovereignty’. the CPB
wanted a ‘full Brexit’ and a General election so
that a future left-led government in Britain could
implement policies free from the pro-big
business rules of  the eu single market and
Customs union.

Bert De Belder from the Workers Party of
Belgium, which has made major gains in recent
local, national and european elections, gave
examples of  where recent privatisations and
redundancies in his country had been sustained
by eu treaties and rules.

Chairing the meeting, newly elected meP for
the Portuguese Communist Party sandra Pereira
made clear the PCP’s position: ‘the eu is not
the europe we want, which is a europe of
sovereign countries, of  the peoples and the
workers - not the european union of  big capital'.

the Avante! festival organised by the weekly
paper of  the PCP continued into sunday and
attracted more than a hundred thousand people
– many of  them young – to a carnival of  music,
food and politics. H
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Join the Communist Party 
A centenary of  struggle 
for working class power 
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IRELAND

KeVin mCCorry

AKey reAson for the hostility of  the eu
and the irish Government to Brexit and
their intransigence on the artificially

created problem of  the irish “backstop” is fear
that if  a real Brexit occurs – with the uK outside
the eu customs union, single market and Court
of  Justice jurisdiction – the republic of  ireland
will inevitably follow.

Continued eu membership by either the
uK or the republic of  ireland is in no way
necessary to underpin the north-south
cooperation within ireland and the east-West
cooperation between ireland and Britain that
the Good Friday Agreement (GFA) provides
for. to suggest otherwise is false. naturally
both states must honour their commitments
under the Agreement. Given that one of  the
states has opted to leave the eu – something
which is not prohibited by the GFA –
continued good relations between the two
close neighbours demand even at this late
stage that the other must either do the same
or enter into a bilateral agreement with the
state leaving the eu to ensure the
continuance of  an open border. so far
taoiseach Varadkar’s uncritical commitment
to “team eu” has made him utterly disdainful
of  any move in that direction.

taoiseach Varadkar has consistently refused
to listen to rational arguments on the
“backstop”.  the irish establishment has gone
too far down the eurofederalist road to turn
back now. But if  there are new irish Border
problems arising at this time, they do not
stem from the uK’s democratic decision to
leave the eu, but from the irish Government’s
desire to remain in it, even though it is not in
the irish people’s interest to continue as
citizens of  the eu Federal state-in-the-
making, for they are already citizens of  an
irish state.

ireland applied to join the then eeC in 1961
because the uK did. Dublin did not want the
north-south border within ireland to become
an eeC external frontier. in 1973 it joined the
eeC along with the uK for significantly the
same reason. now that the uK is leaving the
eu, it is in ireland’s interest to leave too –
perhaps joining the european economic Area
for a period on the way – and thereby taking
back control likewise of  its laws, currency and
borders; for there will be no significant
benefits for ireland from remaining in the eu
if  the uK leaves.

it is not in either Britain’s or ireland’s
military interest that the republic should
continue to subscribe to eu Foreign and
security Policy – and the eu army now being
mooted by Chancellor merkel – by remaining
in the eu when Britain leaves. if  the republic
stays in the eu following Britain’s departure, a
united ireland at some future date would
mean that the whole island would come under
effective Franco-German military control
while flying an eu flag. 

the controversy over the “backstop” is at
bottom one of  the many long-term
consequences of  the 1920 Partition of
ireland. For nearly a century now Partition has
done deep damage to the peoples of  both
countries. in the current instance it is being
used by the most reactionary elements of  the
British, irish and eu establishments to
frustrate the progressive desire of  the
majority in the 2016 Brexit referendum to
“take back control” of  their law making,
money and borders from the eu. 

in essence Partition is being used to foist
reaction indirectly on the Brexit majority
rather than directly on ireland itself. 

Democratic forces in Britain and ireland
have a clear political responsibility to make
people aware of  this reality at the core of
Anglo-irish relations.

KeVin mCCorry is A memBer oF the PeoPle’s
moVement, irelAnD. he WAs Formerly

seCretAry oF the northern irelAnD CiVil

riGhts AssoCiAtion. 

Brexit and
the British
border

ContinueD
the Communist Party’s trademarks are internal unity, non-sectarian

alliance building and an unwavering commitment to putting workers first. it
is no surprise that the party, with its resolute stand and determination to
present well-researched and strategic answers is beginning to grow in size
and influence.

Communists, allies and supporters have formed an all-Britain organising
committee to plan the centenary celebration programme, which will
include politics, culture, struggle and internationalism. there will be major
events including, rallies, a school for young trade union organisers, local
commemorations of  significant strikes and party characters. 

expect a celebration of  the Volunteers for liberty, members who gave
their lives as international Brigaders in the fight against fascism and of  the
london recruits, those who worked clandestinely against the apartheid
regime in south Africa, which included many young communists. there will
be seminars to study the contribution of  black and minority ethnic
members, women members and plenty of  publishing, including reprints of
historical documents and even a national boxing competition of  red sports
clubs.

the centenary gets into gear early in october 2019, and will be launched
to coincide with the commemorations of  the russian revolution, with the
simultaneous convening of  new and prospective members schools in
london, midlands and scotland. soon after, the party will collaborate with
manifesto Press to produce, for the first time, a single volume of the
Manifesto of  the Communist Party, written by marx and engels, in all the
indigenous languages of  Britain: english, Welsh, Cornish and scots Gaelic.

local party branches, district and nation committees are organising their
own events and the programme is being added to each week. look on
facebook.com/CPBritain for news of  events in your area. if  your parents,
grandparents or great grandparents were party members and you have
memories to share, let us know. if  you are new to politics, just contact us
to get involved. We look forward to hearing from you.H

Phil KAtz is A memBer oF the Communist PArty’s
CentenAry nAtionAl orGAnisinG Committee

Poster reproduced above shows Communist leader Harry Pollitt with
International Brigade fighters at the battlefront in Republican Spain. Pollitt was
responsible for the recruitment and selection of  British volunteers for the
Brigade.

TUC 2019 
Fringe Meeting
Friends Meeting House, 
58 Ship Street, 
Brighton BN1 1AF
Tuesday 10th September -
17.45-19.30 hrs

The EU is a food mountain-building, wine lake-creating, austerity-boosting, job-
devouring, privatisation-enabling, migrant-drowning, racist, unaccountable, 
anti-democratic, bosses’ cartel designed to block socialist policies in Britain and
Europe. In 2016 voters rejected EU austerity and voted to Leave the EU. Millions of
these voters are our fellow trade union members.

Speakers: Arthur Scargill Former President NUM, leader Socialist Labour Party
Sarah Cundy Young Labour (pc) @LeFTCampaign spokeswoman 
Liz Payne National Assembly of Women and SW TUC Exec (pc)
Moz Greenshields TUC Joint Consultative Committee (Derby TUC)
Eddie Dempsey RMT (pc) Gawain Little NEU (pc) 
Rob Griffiths general secretary Communist Party
Chair: Alex Gordon former President RMT


